SPECIALY DESIGNED FRP PANELS FOR RECREATIONAL VEHICLES (RVs)
STABILIT HAS ALWAYS BEEN A PERFORMANCE DRIVEN ORGANIZATION, COMMITTED TO THE COMPLETE UNDERSTANDING OF CUSTOMERS’ NEEDS.

Who is Stabilit?

Over 55 years of experience has established Stabilt as a world leading company in the production and sale of plastic laminates.

Stabilt’s success is backed by the development of the most extensive product portfolio produced by a single company. Always striving to deliver the best quality products, we offer the largest assortment of value-added acrylic, polyester, polycarbonate and PVC laminates.

Our operations in Mexico, United States, Canada, Spain and the 30+ countries we distribute to, cater to a wide market segment.

We manufacture specialty laminates for the construction (industrial, agroindustrial, architectural, commercial, and residential), transportation and health care industries among others.
Stabilit is a worldwide enterprise. We have established key manufacturing and distribution locations around the globe, enabling us to provide the best customer service, availability and response time.

**STABILIT AMERICA**
- Glasteel
- Resolite
- MOSCOW, TENNESSEE, USA
- PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA, USA
- FT. WORTH, TEXAS, USA
- EAGAN, MINNESOTA, USA
- GOSHEN, INDIANA, USA

**STABILIT CANADA**
- Graham
- INGLEWOOD, ONTARIO, CAN

**STABILIT EUROPA**
- BARCELONA, CATALONIA, ES
- BREDA, HOLAND, NL

**STABILIT MEXICO**
- MONTERREY AREA METROPOLITANA, NL, MEX
- TLALNEPANTLA, EDO. DE MEXICO, MEX
- GUADALAJARA, JALISCO, MEX
- MERIDA, YUCATAN, MEX
- MEXICALI, BAJA CALIFORNIA, MEX
Who is Glasteel?

Glasteel, a division of Stabilit America INC, has always been a performance driven organization, 100% committed to completely understanding our customer needs. We deliver innovative products that outperform most and provide unsurpassed strength and durability.

Over the years, our assortment of high quality products and our unmatched customer service, have helped built our reputation for delivering advanced industry leading plastic laminate products.
Versalit RV Panels
Thinking of your Production Needs

QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON

We know you work hard to offer the best RVs in the market. That is why our research team constantly strive to develop RV wall and roof panels that satisfy the most important production line concerns and assure a resilient and long performance even in the harshest weather conditions.

PERFORMANCE AND STYLE

All of our Versalit panels are produced with the world’s most advanced technology. Our panels are made with prime-quality, extensively-tested materials that allow for excellent performance and style. Versalit’s panels come in standard and custom colors enabling you to offer an exclusive product line to even the most selective customers. RVs manufactured with Versalit panels guarantee satisfied and happy customers.
FRP Composites for RVs
Polyester Resin with Fiberglass Reinforcement

FRP (fiberglass reinforced plastic) is a specialty composite whose characteristics allow for an assortment of strengths and mechanical properties to be embedded into the compound. Depending on the main resin and its additives, features such as UV resistance, cleanness, and durability may be catered to specific needs and performance requirements.

FRP Composites may be manufactured to achieve specific performance goals without waste, reducing weight and costs as compared to materials like woods, metals or ceramics.

Most Sought After FRP Benefits
Versalit’s FRP Panels offer Amazing Benefits

Stabilit is proud to be one of the first to introduce lightweight FRP panels for the transportation industry. Our Truck & Trailer and RV products are specifically engineered to provide unsurpassed performance against weathering, while offering superior appearance and durability.

Just as all of Stabilit’s products, Versalit FRP panels undergo extensive testing in each of its developmental stages. Such tests, allow us to deliver a reliable product portfolio that offers value-added dependable products.

Versalit’s FRP Panels for the RV Industry Features

**EXCELLENT INSULATION**
- External noise reduction
- Preserves internal temperature

**SIMPLE UPKEEP**
- Long service life
- Fast and easy cleaning
- Great adhesion
- No costly repairs
- Primed for decal application

**TOUGH ENDURANCE**
- Chemical loads
- Abrasive loads
- Mechanical loads
- Impacts & scratches

**HARSH WEATHER RESISTANCE**
- Sun & UV radiation
- Rain & standing water
- Hail, snow & frost
- Temperature changes
Versalit’s Product Range

Versalit FRP panels for RVs combine remarkable performance, utmost durability and superb style. All our products are easy to install, resist most stains, mold, mildew, chemicals and impact and require minimum maintenance.

Versalit products come in 3 options:
• **Versalit Premium**: High-gloss, mirror-like finish, no visible fiberglass.
• **Versalit Low-Gloss**: Flexible, high-strength, gel coated finish.
• **Versalit Pebble Flex**: Flexible, extreme strength, UV stabilized finish.
VERSALIT PREMIUM
When Nothing but the Best Will Do

THE PRIME CHOICE FOR RV PANELS WHEN LUXURY IS A MUST

Versalit Premium is a deluxe high-gloss, smooth, mirror-finish, gel coated exterior sidewall panel for premium and luxury recreational vehicles. Its special resin formulation resists and behaves better in extreme weather conditions than any other product of its class. Versalit’s Premium state-of-the-art production process responds to the highest design & quality expectations.

FEATURES
• Premium Surface: High-gloss, mirror-like finish & no visible fiberglass reinforcement
• Superior Resistance to Extreme Weather: Specialized resin and GelCoat protection
• Scratch & Abrasion Resistance: Withstands dents and dings
• Mold & Mildew Resistant: Healthier living spaces
• UV Stabilized: Enhances weathering capabilities

BENEFITS
• Comfort: Enhanced insulation for temperature control and reduced road noise
• Savings: Long lasting material requires no costly repairs or special upkeep
• Simplicity: Looks great with fast and easy cleaning
• Value: High resale value

APPLICATION
• Exterior panels for premium and luxury travel trailers, fifth wheels and motor homes.

COLOR AVAILABILITY
• Standard Color: Arctic White
• Full roll custom colors available on request
VERSALIT LOW-GLOSS
Moderate Shine & High Performance
VERSALIT LOW-GLOSS
Exceptional Quality that Lasts a Long Time

STYLE AND QUALITY MAKE VERSALIT LOW-GLOSS THE GO-TO RV MATERIAL

Versalit Low-Gloss is a high-strength, gel coated FRP composite panel with an optimum glass content balance and UV stabilization to enhance weathering capabilities.

FEATURES
• Scratch & Abrasion Resistance: Withstands dents and dings
• UV Stabilized: Enhances weathering capabilities
• GelCoat Protection: Resists all kinds of weather
• Mold & Mildew Resistant: Healthier living spaces
• Flexible Formulation: Allows for a bend radius

BENEFITS
• Stylish Look: Long lasting great looks
• Comfort: Insulation & noise reduction
• Savings: No special upkeep
• Simplicity: Fast and easy cleaning
• Value: High resale value

APPLICATIONS
• Exterior walls, entry doors and luggage box panels on camping trailers, pop up campers, fifth wheels and pickup drop-ins.

COLOR AVAILABILITY
• Standard Color: Arctic White
• Full roll custom colors available on request
• Multicolor full roll 3 color combinations in custom colors
VERSALIT PEBBLE FLEX
Toughness and Grit where You Need it Most
VERSALIT PEBBLE FLEX
Safeguarding your Roof at All Times

THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR THE MIGHTY AND STRONG

Versalit Pebble Flex FRP is a high-strength, flexible fiberglass composite panel, UV stabilized to enhance weathering capabilities and formulated to allow a 2-inch bend radius.

FEATURES
• Scratch & Abrasion Resistance: Withstands dents and dings
• UV Stabilized: Enhances weathering capabilities
• GelCoat Protection: Resists all kinds of weather
• Mold & Mildew Resistant: Healthier living spaces
• Flexible Formulation: Allows for a bend radius

BENEFITS
• Savings: Low maintenance costs
• Value: High resale value

APPLICATIONS
• For use as an exterior roof panel where bend radius is required

COLOR AVAILABILITY
• Standard color: Arctic White
Versalit FRP Panels

More than 55 years of know-how backup Versalit FRP Panels.

Versalit panels can stand extreme weathering conditions and the most active lifestyles.
We are 100% committed to our customers' needs and offer quality products that outperform most in strength and durability.

- Versalit Team
Stabilit’s Full Product Portfolio

Satisfying our growing customer base for 55 years, has motivated Stabilit to constantly create new innovative acrylic, polyester, polycarbonate and PVC products. Today we manufacture and offer the largest product assortment fulfilling the requirements of the construction and transportation and health care industries.

| ROOFLIGHT & SIDELIGHT PANELS FOR NATURAL LIGHTING: | Acrylit, Polylit, Tred-Safe, Fire-Snuf and Makrolit Policarbonate sheets |
| ROOFING & SIDING PANELS FOR CORROSION RESISTANCE: | Tred-Safe, Fire-Snuf, Opalit and Vinylit |
| FRP LINER PANELS: | Glasliner (Wall, Ceiling Tile, Foundation Liner) and Glasliner Decor |
| FRP PANELS FOR THE TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY: | Truck & Trailer - Steeliner RVs - Versalit |
| STRUCTURAL PROFILES: | Pultrux |